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BROK & SINDRI
We sure can’t neglect these snappy dressers—
the two-and-only Huldra Bros. themselves!

Who are you talking to?





Brok, I know you said you turned blue as a 
berry on account of all that silverwork, but 
hear me out—have you tried taking a bath?

Once.
I tried one once!

It’s really not even so much 
blue as a silvery cerulean.

I think it suits my sunny 

disposition





Leather segmental spaulders under the 
shoulder guard – bet that keeps ya nice 
and comfy!

Why is this only on one side?

Personal or historical?

Does each frame tell a story?

Throw off my hammerin’ 

arm otherwise

Yes

Both! Aint’s enough space—

I’ll tells you in person

Love the texture here… guessing 
that’s Draupnir gold?

Don’t go tellin’, now… 

gotta treats yourself to 

something special every 

now and again





Sorta love this buckle!

Shoulda seen it before 

I sat on it.



Like I would ever put 
my hand inside that.

And enchanted to protect 
against heat, sparks, 
and mutton stains.

Why only half the Huldra 
Bros. brand?

I’ve long had my eye on 
this forge apron of yours

To mark it mine so 

Sindri don’t filch it

Full grain Graðungr 
leather

I wears it despite that

Tidy stitch-work on 
your knot-work

Threw it away?! That was mother’s

This color/design seems unusual for 
you, Brok...

That there’s a family hair-loom—passed 

down to Sindri who then gave it to 

me and then I threw it away when we 

fought and then had to find it again 

when we made up.

Found it didn’t I?!





I can’t see a buckle on these. Brok, 
how do you take these boots off?

The heck you talkin’ about?



Honestly, it wouldn’t surprise me.

He’s not kidding. I’ve slipped on 
the shells and almost fallen into 
the forge on too many occasions.

If that hammer could talk…

Oh, she talks alright. But only to me.

Interesting pommel

It’s for crushing hazelnuts when I 

needs a healthy forge-side snack

All this time I thought 
it stood for ‘Huldra.’

Why the rune for ‘hail’?

Cuz my hammer rains 

down like it!









It’s almost as if you’ve got some 
self-replicating supply of gold 
stashed away…

Soft metal does nice for the 

décor, though, don’t it…

Even if we did have Draupnir 
– hypothetically! – you’d 
still have to blend the gold 
with stronger metals to make 
effective armor.

In the core of the ensemble, shades 
of gold dominate, with some teal 
accents thanks to the undershirt.

Raised buttons let the leather straps 
secure the shoulder guards.





I’ve long admired these lovely 
gauntlets

So that’s six of these segmental 
spaulders between the gauntlet 
and shoulder guard…

I borrowed that delicate branching 
pattern on the cuff from a foreign 
design I once saw.

Y’ask me, looks like someone 

stepped on a dragonfly



You’re not wrong! You’d be 
surprised how much I can 
fit in there...

Bag must be pretty special to get its 
own golden jointed tail!







I feel like you’ve had that hammer 
as long as I’ve known you...

One of a couple I keep in heavy rotation.

That’s early Sindri too—when 

he used to slap a fuckin flower 

on everything!
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